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Dear Ethan,
When I heard 7.1% reported yesterday, I was surprised it wasn’t 20%.   While any increase will hurt
people, it’s a lot less than it could have been.    Given these increases, will Silver still cost significantly
less than Gold? I would be concerned if there is no option beyond Bronze for those middle income
households that do not get any subsidy.
Given that Oregon carriers do not expect to profit off the individual exchange, they simply want to
break even, I think we have to give them enough premiums to stay in our Oregon Market. If the loss
of CSR payments and low premiums continue, our market will be like Washington with one or no
carriers participating.
If there are other State ideas, such as building free preventive-only clinics around our State that offer
flu shots & paps, we will help people through what I suppose will be several years of climbing costs.
We don’t want everyone waiting for an emergency room event to seek care.
Best regards,
Laura Guillen
Account Manager
Corporate Services
610 SW Alder | Suite 310 | Portland, OR 97205
P: 503.241.8164 | laura.guillen@nfp.com | NFP.com
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